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The Sanshandao-Haiyu gold belt, Jiaodong Peninsula, Eastern China accounts for
more than 1,400 t gold resources, which is always recognized as a coupled result
of structural deformation, pore-fluid flow, and hydrothermal alteration-
mineralization processes. However, the ore-forming processes associated with
this gold belt has not been fully understood by the coupled perspective. In this
paper, we use computational modeling to study the spatial distribution of dilation
(positive volumetric strain) and the mineralization rate, which can predict the
mineralization patterns from a chemical perspective, so as to solve the fully
coupled problem during ore-forming processes. The model was loaded on the
FLAC3D platform to test four scenarios: 1) Syn-compression in the NW-SE
direction; 2) syn-compression in the WNW-ESE direction; 3) syn-compression
in the NNW-SSE direction, and 4) syn-extension in the NW-SE direction. The
simulation results show that only the syn-compressional scenario can produce
wide dilation zones with a distribution pattern similar to the known orebodies. The
higher dilation zones with the volumetric strain (>0.1%) and the highest pore-fluid
flux are closely associated with the fault geometry, particularly for the gentle
segments near the steep-flat transition areas. Besides, the dilation zones also
occur with very high absolute values of pore-fluid pressure gradient and
temperature gradient, indicating significantly perturbed physical-chemical
conditions. The receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curves of the
mineralization rate show that the area under the curve (AUC = 0.862) of the
NW-SE syn-compression model is the highest among these four scenarios,
indicating a major paleo compression stress direction of NW-SE during ore-
forming period. Furthermore, based on the mineralization rate, we estimated that
the mineralization duration of the Sanshandao-Haiyu gold belt would be less than
100,000 years. These simulation results can not only enhance our understanding
of the ore-forming processes in the Sanshandao-Haiyu gold belt and Jiaodong
Peninsula but also demonstrate that these can be used directly or indirectly for
deep mineral exploration.
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Introduction

The Jiaodong Peninsula in the eastern North China Craton
(NCC; Figure 1A) hosts more than 5,000 t gold resources and has
been documented as the third largest gold province in the world
(Song et al., 2015; Groves et al., 2018; Deng et al., 2020; Liu et al.,
2021a). The formation of the deposits happens at a time of 120 ±
5 Ma in a craton reworking setting and is linked to structural-
magmatic-hydrothermal processes that involve moderate
temperature gold-bearing fluids ascending, pooling, and reacting
with wall rocks (Fan et al., 2003; Song et al., 2015; Zhang et al., 2020;

Liu et al., 2021b). Fracture zones due to structural activities are
critical to the gold mineralizing processes by increasing permeability
and pore-fluid conduits that focus pore-fluids into favorable sites,
facilitating the fluid-wall rock interaction for gold deposition at
Jiaodong (Chen et al., 2004; Song et al., 2012; Mao et al., 2019; Wang
et al., 2019; Liu et al., 2021c).

Numerous studies have been carried out to understand the
formation of gold deposits in the Jiaodong Peninsula. These
studies have demonstrated that: 1) Regional ore-controlling faults
during the main mineralization period provide channels, migration
dynamics, and precipitation sites for fluid flow (Song et al., 2015;
Yang et al., 2016a; Deng et al., 2019; Mao et al., 2019; Mao et al.,
2020; Zhang et al., 2020; Liu et al., 2021d); 2) the fertile
mineralization occurs in the gentle segment where the fault also
changes from steep to flat (Goldfarb and Santosh, 2014; Song et al.,
2015); 3) water-rock reactions associated with gold mineralization is
caused by coupling different chemical composition and
thermodynamic features of the pore-fluid (Wen et al., 2016; Xu
et al., 2016). However, the ore-forming processes of gold deposits in
the Jiaodong Peninsula has not been fully investigated from the
perspective of the coupled processes involved in rock deformation,
pore-fluid flow, heat transfer, mass transport, and chemical
reactions.

As a direct consequence of establishing emerging computational
geosciences, extensive studies have demonstrated that hydrothermal
gold mineralization of structurally-controlled mineral systems is a
result of coupled physical and chemical processes (Phillips, 1991;
Zhao et al., 2009; Zhao et al., 2010; Zhao et al., 2015; Nield and Bejan,
2013; Hu et al., 2020). In terms of the physical process aspect, the
pore-pressure gradient induced by non-uniform distributions of
structural stress can drive the advective pore-fluid flow, which
carries metals from the high-energy place to the low-energy
place. Typically, a large volume of ore-forming fluids flow into
depositional sites such as dilation sites, or damaged areas, which are
caused by inelastic deformation linked to structural formation. The
dilation process related to fault rupture increases permeability and
pore-fluid flux, and the related dilation sites have been considered
the key control of the location of mineralization areas (Cox, 2004;
Micklethwaite et al., 2004; Cox, 2005; Micklethwaite et al., 2006;
Zhang et al., 2008; Zhang et al., 2011; Cox, 2010; Cox, 2016; Li et al.,
2017a; Li et al., 2017b; Mazzarini et al., 2019; Liu et al., 2021d). In
terms of the chemical process aspect, chemical dissolution-front
instability (Zhao, 2009; Zhao, 2014; Zhao, 2015; Ladd et al., 2020;
Ladd and Szymczak, 2021), which can change the mechanical
property of wall rock associated with the evolution of porosity
due to fluid-rock interactions (Lin et al., 2019; Zhao et al., 2021;
Zhao et al., 2022a; Zhao et al., 2022b; Prakash et al., 2022), can
further affect the permeability and location of the ore-forming fluid
distribution. In order to solve the problem of mineral precipitation
and/or dissolution during fluid flow transporting aqueous metal
species in the ore-forming system, the mineralization rate concept
and modern mineralization theory (Zhao et al., 2002; Zhao et al.,
2008b) have been proposed. The modern mineralization theory of a
mineral, which is interpreted as the change in mineral weight per

FIGURE 1
Geological map of the North China (A) and the Northwestern
Jiaodong Peninsula (B), showing the formation, intrusions, and
locations of gold deposits (Modified from Yang et al., 2016b;Mao et al.,
2019).
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unit volume rock per unit time in ore-forming systems, makes use of
the pore-fluid velocity, temperature, pore-fluid pressure, and
relevant chemical species to calculate the dissolution/precipitation
of the mineral (Zhao et al., 2002; Zhao et al., 2008b). It can be used to
calculate the duration of mineralization based on a known average
grade, which is a crucial parameter for predicting new deposits and
extracting metals directly from metal fluids (Buret et al., 2016; Zhao
et al., 2018; Hu et al., 2020; Li et al., 2023). Therefore, computational
simulation methods provide a potential and effective approach for
addressing the challenge of obtaining deep-seated information in
deep mineral exploration, by extending and extrapolating existing
mineralization elements/information in both spatial and temporal
dimensions (Wang S. F. et al., 2020; Xiao et al., 2021; Chen et al.,
2022), and facilitating a comprehensive understanding of
hydrothermal ore-forming processes, as demonstrated in previous
studies (Hobbs et al., 2000; Lin et al., 2003; Lin et al., 2006; Lin et al.,
2008; Lin et al., 2009; Liu et al., 2005; Liu et al., 2010; Liu et al., 2011;
Xing et al., 2008; Alt-Epping and Zhao, 2010; Schmidt et al., 2010;
Zhang et al., 2011; Lei et al., 2013; Cox., 2016; Wang et al., 2016;
Wang S. R. et al., 2020; Cox, 2020).

With the above-mentioned considerations, this study selected
the large-scale Sanshandao-Haiyu gold belt (>1400 t Au) as a case
study of the gold deposits in the Jiaodong Peninsula to use the
computational simulation method for investigating the realistic ore-
forming processes of gold deposits in the Jiaodong Peninsula. The
3D computational model was performed on the FLAC3D (Itasca
Consulting Group, 2012) platform to couple structural deformation,
pore-fluid flow and heat transfer processes. We developed a new
computer program to extract the temperature, pore-fluid velocity,
and pore-fluid pressure from the FLAC3D simulation results in order
to calculate temperature gradients and pore-fluid pressure gradients,
which are key parameters for predicting the mineralization rate
distribution. By analyzing the computational simulation results, we
examined the correlation between dilation zones and known
mineralization distribution. Furthermore, our research extracted
quantitative results from simulation results to calculate the
mineralization rate and identify chemical factors that affect gold
precipitation processes, as well as estimate mineralization duration
based on average gold grade. This study may provide new insights
into the ore-forming processes and deep mineral exploration
associated with the gold deposits in the Sanshandao-Haiyu belt
and Jiaodong Peninsula.

Geology setting

Regional geology

The Jiaodong Peninsula, located on the eastern margin of the
NCC (Figure 1A), is comprised of two units of the Jiaobei terrane
and the Sulu ultra-high pressure terrane, which are separated by the
NNE-oriented Wulian-Yantai fault (Li et al., 2016a). The Jiaobei
terrane hosts most gold deposits in the Jiaodong region. It is covered
by Neoarchean Jiaodong Group rocks (Figure 1B), which consist of
tonalite–trondhjemite–granodiorite (TTG) gneiss, granulites, and
amphibolites. The large-scale magmatism in the Jiaodong Peninsula
occurs in the Mesozoic and is related to the lithosphere thinning of
the NCC (Yang et al., 2008; Goldfarb and Santosh, 2014). These

Mesozoic magmatic rocks were emplaced during two main periods:
Jurassic and Early Cretaceous. The Jurassic magmatic activity is
characterized by the 160–155 Ma Linglong granite (Yang et al., 2012;
Mao et al., 2020), while the Early Cretaceous granites (namely, the
Guojialing, Weideshan, and Laoshan granites, 130–113 Ma) are
genetically associated with extensive crust-mantle interactions
(Goss et al., 2010; Guo et al., 2013; Tang et al., 2014).

Sanshandao-Haiyu gold belt

The Sanshandao gold belt is hosted by the Sanshandao fault
(Figure 2). The Sanshandao fault zone has a general trend of NE
35°and dips SE 35°–45° (Figure 2). The fault zone is mainly
characterized by brittle-ductile fracturing, with a width of
30–200 m. The hanging wall of the Sanshandao fault is the
Linglong granite, while the footwall rock is broken and altered
Mesozoic Guojialing and minor Linglong granitic rocks.

In the Sanshandao gold belt, the thick orebodies are found in the
gentle-dipping part while the orebodies are commonly absent in
steep dipping parts in the vertical direction (Figure 3A; Song et al.,
2012; Song et al., 2015). Four major gold deposits are located in the
Sanshandao gold belt, namely, the Xinli, Sanshandao, Xiling, and
Haiyu deposits (Figure 3B). The four deposits coincide with the
distribution of the Sanshandao fault, presenting a parallel feature.
The alteration-mineralization zone exhibits a similar zonation
pattern that comprises overprinting quartz-pyrite-sericite
alteration and silicification + carbonation as the center near the
Sanshandao fault (Figure 3A) as well as the potassic alteration in the
outward (Song et al., 2015; Mao et al., 2019). The goldmineralization
zones are constrained within the Sanshandao fault with >5 km

FIGURE 2
Geological map of the Sanshandao-Haiyu gold belt (Modified
from Fan et al., 2003).
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FIGURE 3
(A) Geological sections and (B) mineralization projection of the Sanshandao-Haiyu gold belt (modified from Song et al., 2015; Song et al., 2022).

FIGURE 4
Workflow for simulating the ore-forming processes associated with the Sanshandao-Haiyu gold belt.
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length and an uneven width (2–30 m). Gold ore in the Sanshandao
belt is characterized by the disseminated and veinlet style associated
with pyrite–sericite–quartz alteration (Song et al., 2015). It is
typically found in the footwall of the Sanshandao fault.

Methodology

Simulation workflow

The computational simulation used in this study includes the
following four major steps (Figure 4). 1) We first collect the
exploration data and construct a 3D geometry model, which is
further divided into blocks (meshes) corresponding to the
elastic-plastic Mohr-Coulomb material and then loaded into
FLAC3D (Fast Lagrangian Analysis of the Continuum in 3-D;
Itasca Consulting Group, 2012). The rocks of the different
groups in the model are treated as a continuum, carrying
average values of mechanical, thermal, and hydraulic
properties (Oliver et al., 2006). 2) We use the FLAC3D

software (Itasca Consulting Group, 2012) to simulate rock
deformation, pore-fluid flow, and heat transport processes in
the ore-forming system. 3) We predict the metallogenic pattern
and duration of the ore-forming system by using the
mineralization rate (Zhao et al., 2002; Zhao et al., 2008b).

Since the chemical reactions associated with the formation of
mineral assemblages cannot be simulated in the FLAC3D

software, we develop a new computer program to extract the
temperature, pore-fluid velocity, and pore-fluid pressure from
the FLAC3D simulation results, to calculate temperature
gradients and pore-fluid pressure gradients, which are key
parameters for predicting the mineralization rate distribution.
4) We discuss the relationship between the volumetric strain,
mineralization rate, and mineralization pattern to provide
constraints on the genesis of the Sanshandao-Haiyu gold belt.

Mathematical equation of mineralization
rate

Themineralization rate of a mineral is described as the change in
the weight of the mineral per unit volume rock in unit time during
mineralization (Zhao et al., 2002; Zhao et al., 2008b). By using this
description, a positive mineralization rate of gold implies that gold
dissolves from the rock in the hydrothermal system, and conversely,
a negative mineralization rate implies that gold precipitates from the
pore-fluids in the hydrothermal system (Zhao et al., 2002; Zhao
et al., 2008b). The mathematical equation describing the
mineralization rate can be derived from the law of mass
conservation as follows (Zhao et al., 2002; Zhao et al., 2008b):

FIGURE 5
Variations of (A) Ce

Au(HS)−2 with temperature; (B) with pore-fluid pressure; (C) the first derivative of Ce
Au(HS)−2 with respect to temperature; (D) the first

derivative of Ce
Au(HS)−2 with respect to pore-fluid pressure in arsenic fluids. The experimental data were calculated by using the software CHNOSZ (Dick,

2019).
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where u, v and w are the pore-fluid velocities in the x, y and z
directions, respectively; Ck is the concentration of chemical
species k; Rk is the source/sink term; n is the total number of
minerals that are considered in the mineralizing system; ∅ is the
porosity of the porous rock; D0 is the diffusivity of the chemical
species. For mineralization considerations, the advection term on
the right-hand of Eq. 1 is usually much larger than the diffusion
term. Accordingly, Eq. 1 can be approximated as:
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where MRk is the mineralization rate associated with species k. In
general, the equilibrium concentration of a specific metal species is
considered as a function of temperature, pore-fluid pressure, and
other related chemical species as follows:

Ce
k � f T, P, C1, C2,/, Cn( ) (3)

where T is temperature; P is pore-fluid pressure; n is the number of
the related chemical species required to determine the equilibrium
concentration of chemical species in the chemical reaction;
Cr(r � 1, 2,/, n) is the concentration of mineral r. Based on the

chain rule, Eq. 3 is substituted into Eq. 2 to obtain the following
equation (Zhao et al., 2002; Zhao et al., 2008b):
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Mineralization duration and Au equilibrium
concentration

The auriferous hydrothermal fluid of the Sanshandao-Haiyu
gold belt is slightly acidic. Gold in this mineralizing fluid is
mainly transported as Au(HS)−2 (Fan et al., 2003; Williams-Jones
et al., 2009; Yang et al., 2016a; Wen et al., 2016), and its
concentration is assumed to be approximate to the total gold
concentration of the ore-forming fluid in this study. Along with
the decrease in carbon dioxide and temperature as well as the
increase of pH in the mineralizing fluid, Au(HS)−2 would be
destabilized due to the strong water-rock reaction, resulting in
gold precipitation (Yang et al., 2016a). Given the observation of
close association between pyrite and gold at Sanshandao (Fan
et al., 2003; Wen et al., 2016; Xu et al., 2016), the key geochemical
reaction equations associated with the formation of the
Sanshandao-Haiyu gold ore can be expressed:

Fe + 2H2S aq( )5
R
FeS2 +H2O +H2 (5)

4Au HS( )−2 + 2H2O + 4H+5
R
4Au0

s( ) + 8H2S aq( ) + O2 aq( ) (6)

where R is the constant of the overall reaction rate.
The equilibrium concentration of Au(HS)−2 (Figures 5A, B)

from 180°C to 400°C can be obtained by the CHNOSZ program in
the arsenic solution consisting of pyrite, quartz, galena, and carbon
dioxide. The variation curve with the temperature-dependence
curve of the Au(HS)−2 equilibrium concentration (Figure 5A) is
almost a parabola, which can be approximated by the least-squares
method. The fitting curve equation can be obtained by using the
following equations:

log Ti( ) � aT2
i + bTi + c i � 1, 2,/, n( ) (7)

f T( ) � min∑n
i�0
wi log Ti( ) − ei[ ]2 i � 1, 2,/, n( ) (8)

where Ti and ei are the horizontal axis and vertical axis coordinates
of the ith number coordinate point selected from the curve shown in
Figure 5A; log(Ti) is the logarithm of the equilibrium concentration
of Au(HS)−2 at Ti; wi is the weight of acquisition point i; a, b and c
are three coefficients to be determined.

It is noted that Eq. 8 is used as the key factor to minimize the loss
function. Finally, the mathematical model of Au(HS)−2 equilibrium
concentration with temperature in the mineralizing fluid is obtained
by using the above method:

logCe
Au HS( )−2 � −7.857 × 10−5T2 + 0.068T

−20.7 180°C≤T≤ 400°C, P � 200PMa( ) (9)

FIGURE 6
Metallogenic models for the Northwestern Jiaodong gold
province (A) and the Sanshandao-Haiyu gold belt [(B); Modified from
Yang et al., 2014; Yang et al., 2017; Song et al., 2015)].
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Where Ce
Au(HS)−2 is the equilibrium concentration of Au(HS)−2 .

Similarly, Au(HS)−2 equilibrium concentration with pore-fluid
pressure can be expressed in a stepwise manner as:

logCe
Au HS( )−2 � −5.5 × 10−9P

−9.15 T � 200°C, 1.0E + 08≤P≤ 3.0E + 08( ) (10)
logCe

Au HS( )−2 � −2 × 10−9P
−8.2 T � 250°C, 1.0E + 08≤P≤ 3.0E + 08( ) (11)

logCe
Au HS( )−2 � −2 × 10−9P

−7.1 T � 300°C, 1.0E + 08≤P≤ 3.0E + 08( ) (12)
Then the first derivatives ofCe

Au(HS)−2 with respect to temperature
and pore-fluid pressure in arsenic fluids are shown in Figures 5C, D
respectively.

Model construction and related parameters

Both the genetic and computational models were constructed to
simulate the ore-forming processes associated with the Sanshandao-
Haiyu gold belt. The genetic model for the Mesozoic gold deposits in
the Sanshandao-Haiyu gold belt involves the evolution of fault
deformation, pore-fluid flow through the fault channels, and
preferential gold deposition (Figure 6). Four computational
models were built using geological data mainly from the
Shandong Gold Group Co. Ltd., which included 617 drill holes
and 80 cross sections. These data were integrated on the
SKUA-GOCAD platform to construct 3D geometric surface

model including a 5 km thickness of erosion cover (Figure 7; Liu
et al., 2017), which was then converted into a solid model consisting
of tetrahedral elements that were constrained by cross sections, level
plans, drill holes, and other relevant data. Subsequently, this solid
model was converted into a tetrahedral discrete model of FLAC3D

utilizing a new computer program, due to incompatible data formats
between the SKUA-GOCAD platform and FLAC3D software.

All units in the computational models were assigned
mechanical, thermal, and hydrological properties (Table 1) on
the basis of published compilations (Schön, 1998; Li et al., 2016b;
He et al., 2016; Wang Y. et al., 2020). Some properties in the
geological reality had a great variation with the depth of burial,
thus, the data used in our model were determined by extensive
comparative experiments within the general range of physical
parameters for lithological classification (Schön, 1998), rather
than directly obtaining unique values. It is selected on the
judgement criteria of: 1) The property variation trend, such as
mineral association, porosity and geochemical anomaly, and 2)
minimizing the difference between the geological reality and
simulation results formed by different data properties (Liu et al.,
2014).

An initial temperature of the top surface of the computational
model was set at a constant value of 25°C, and the temperature
gradient for the unit was 20 °C per kilometer. Previous studies
showed that gold mineralization temperature is in the range of
230°C–340°C (Song et al., 2014; Yang et al., 2014). The initial
temperature of the ore-forming fluids in this study was assumed
to be 400°C. During simulation, the pore-fluid was unable to flow out

FIGURE 7
Dynamic computational model and the kinematic states associated with (A) compression in the NW-SE direction; (B) compression in theWNW-ESE
direction; (C) compression in the NNW-SSE direction; and (D) extension in the NW-SE direction.
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at the bottom and vertical boundaries of the computational model,
whereas the top boundary was free for pore-fluid flow. Based on the
general model of Fournier (1999), the porous spaces were fully
saturated in the initial state.

Due to the dominant gold mineralization formed in the quartz-
pyrite-Au stage and the spatial overlapping of late mineralization as
well as a stable stress setting, this study mainly focused on the ore-
forming processes and environment for the dominant gold

FIGURE 8
Volumetric strain distribution in the Sanshandao gold belt yielded bymodels in the NW-SE compressional structural regime (Model 1). (A) 3Dmodels
and (B–E) representative cross-sections. Note that positive and negative values of volumetric strain represent the increase and decrease of volume,
respectively.

TABLE 1 Rock parameters used in the computational model.

Parameters Hanging wall Fault zone Footwall

Density (kg·m–3) 2665 2000 2595

Bulk modulus (1010 Pa) 1.34 0.5 1.71

Shear modulus (109 Pa) 2.58 0.3 1.8

Cohesion (107 Pa) 5.7 4.7 5.3

Tensile strength (106 Pa) 3.77 0.4 5.16

Dilation angle (°) 3.2 4.7 5.3

Friction angle (°) 28 14.8 33

Porosity (%) 20 31 21

Permeability (10–12) 1.8 10 2.5

Thermal conductivity (Wm–1K−1) 2.63 3.05 2
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mineralization in the Sanshandao-Haiyu gold belt. Considering the
unclear stress state during the mineralization period in the
Sanshandao-Haiyu belt (i.e., NW-SE compression or extension;
Yang et al., 2017; Yang et al., 2017; Deng et al., 2015; Zhang
et al., 2020), as well as the impact of stress regimes in different
directions on the ore-forming processes, the following four scenarios
with different stress directions were implemented.

Scenario 1: Model 1 was subjected to compression in the NW-SE
direction (Figure 7A) with an zero initial stress at the top and the
incremental gradient of 2.0×104 N/m2 per meter along the Z
downward direction, which was applied symmetrically to left and
right sections divided by the fault plane.
Scenario 2, 3: Compared to Model 1, Models 2 and 3 had the
compression in the WNW-ESE (Figure 7B) and NNW-SSE
(Figure 7C) directions respectively, but with the same stress
magnitude and other parameters.
Scenario 4: Models 4, 1 had the same stress in magnitude and
other parameters but opposite stress direction, that is, Model
4 was subjected to extension in the NW-SE direction (Figure 7D).

Model quantitative estimation

The receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curves are
frequently used to measure the performance of binary
classifier systems (Andrew, 1997; Molodianovitch et al., 2006).

It has the x-axis and y-axis representing the false positive rate
(i.e., the specificity) and true positive rate (i.e., the sensitivity),
respectively. Since the mineralization rate is able to indicate
whether gold is precipitated from pore fluids based on the
above description, it can be transformed into a binary
classification problem that can be tested for validity using the
ROC curve approach. In this paper, the true positive rate
indicates a correct identification between the known
mineralization and non-mineralization zones, whereas the
false positive rate describes an incorrect identification between
them. The performance of classifier systems can be quantitatively
assessed using the area under the curve (AUC), which ranges
from 0 to 1, as demonstrated by Pablo et al. (2022). A higher AUC
value suggests a more excellent classifier system, while an AUC
value of 0.5 indicates a random guess.

Results

Since Models 1, 2 and 3 are in the compression structural regime
and their simulation results (i.e., the volumetric strain, temperature
and pore-fluid pressure) occur no significant difference, only the
mineralization rate of Models 2 and 3 is shown in this paper. Thus,
the other simulation result differences between the compression
structural regime represented by Model 1 and the compression
structural regime represented by Model 4 are not duplicated for
comparisons.

FIGURE 9
Volumetric strain distribution in the Sanshandao gold belt yielded by models in the NW-SE extensional structural regime (Model 4). (A) 3D models
and (B–E) representative cross-sections. Note that positive and negative values of volumetric strain represent the increase and decrease of volume,
respectively.
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Volumetric strain

The findings from Model 1 simulations indicate that the
volumetric strain within the Sanshandao-Haiyu gold belt exhibits
a range of −0.6%–0.5% with a variance of 1.1% along the fault zone,
as illustrated in Figure 8. The distribution of volumetric strain is
notably uneven, as the dilation zones (>0%) are predominantly
present in the −400 m to −2000 m levels, with a south-to-north
orientation in the Sanshandao fault, although occasional high-
dilation areas occur in shallow regions (Figure 8A). Substantial
dilation (positive volumetric strain) is observed near the gentle areas
of the fault (Figures 8B–E), however, the magnitude and shape of
respective dilation zones vary slightly. Conversely, the steep fault
does not lead to significant dilation zones and instead contains
dominant zones of volumetric contraction (Figures 8B–E). Notably,
it is observed that higher dilation zones (>0.1%) are strongly

correlated with the dip variations of the fault, with the highest
dilation occurring at the gently sloped sections near the steep-flat
transition (Figures 8B–E).

The simulation results in Model 4 show negative volumetric
strain mostly occurs in the gentle areas of the fault, while the dilation
zones are observed in steep parts (Figure 9).

Pore-fluid pressure and temperature

The pore-fluid pressure in Model 1 is significantly decreased
near the fault, particularly at depths ranging from −400 m
to −2000 m, exhibiting an uneven distribution with large
fluctuations (Supplementary Figure S1). Two obvious pore-fluid
pressure gradient zones are continuously distributed in the hanging
wall and footwall of the Sanshandao fault (Figures 10C–F). They

FIGURE 10
(A) Pore-fluid pressure gradient in the z-direction distribution in the Sanshandao gold belt yielded bymodels in the NW-SE compressional structural
regime (Model 1); (B) Pore-fluid velocity and directions of Model 1 simulation results. The velocity ranges from 2×10−10 m/s to 1×10−7 m/s; (C–F)
Representative cross-sections of Model 1 simulation results.
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have positive and negative values, respectively, with the most
significant difference (>160,000 Pa/m) observed near the flat
areas that are encircled by high pore-fluid flux emanating from
the surrounding wall rocks (Figure 10). In other areas, including the
steep parts of the fault, the direction of pore-fluid flow along the fault
is upward (Figures 10B–F).

The temperature distribution in Model 1 exhibits a
discontinuous characteristic at similar depths, which is
manifested by the emergence of local high-temperature zones
near the fault gentle areas (Supplementary Figure S2). Notably,
the high-temperature variation involving a bending of the
temperature contour occurs in the dilation zones (Figure 8A;
Supplementary Figure S2a). The temperature gradient
distribution closely mimics that of the pore-fluid pressure
gradient (Figures 10C–F, 11B–E). Moreover, the flat zones of the
fault display a high absolute value of temperature gradient (>0.1 °C/
m), as illustrated in Figures 11B–E, while the steep zones
demonstrate a relatively low temperature gradient (<0.05°C/m).

The spatial distribution of pore-fluid pressure and
temperature in Model 4 has particular characteristics,
compared to that in Model 1, such as more significant pore-
fluid pressure variation in the steep areas (Supplementary Figure
S3) and fewer local high-temperature areas (Supplementary
Figures S4C–E). The pore-fluid pressure gradient has no

obvious change near the gentle areas of the fault (Figures
12D–F), and the temperature gradient varies relatively mild
(Figure 13A). Moreover, the transport of ore-forming fluids
from deeper to shallower levels displays fewer convergent
characteristics near the gentle areas of the fault (Figures 12B–F).

Mineralization rate

The mineralization rate in Model 1 associated with the
Sanshandao-Haiyu gold mineralization belt displays values of
gold precipitation ranging from −6×10−17 to 0 kmol/(m3s)
(Figures 14B–F). Gold precipitation is predominantly found in
the flat areas of the Sanshandao fault, whereas it is rarely
observed in the steep areas. The distinctive feature of gold
precipitation (Figure 14B) exhibits vertical connectivity from
shallow (southern) to deep (northern), which is in consistent
with the known mineralization distribution (Figure 14A).
Compared with Model 1, Gold precipitation in Models 2 and
3 has no notable change visually, except near the Haiyu and
Sanshandao deposits, where the mineralization rate values are
different (Supplementary Figures S5, S6). However, the
mineralization rate in Model 4 shows that the spatial distribution
of gold precipitation is significantly inconsistent with that of known

FIGURE 11
Temperature gradient distribution in z-direction in the Sanshandao gold belt yielded by models in the NW-SE compressional structural regime
(Model 1). (A) 3D models and (B–E) representative cross-sections.
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orebodies (Figures 15A, B), typically exhibiting more gold
precipitation near the steep areas and less near the gentle areas
(Figures 15C–F).

The association between the volumetric strain and
mineralization rate is spatially correlated by the fault features,
where obvious zones of dilation and ore precipitation are
generated in low-degree undulations in both the strike and dip
directions (Figures 8B–E, 14C–F). The relatively high volumetric
strain (>0.1%) and mineralization rate [<–1×10-17 kmol/(m3s);
Figures 8B–E, 14C–F], meaning the higher volumetric expansion
and more gold precipitation, generally have similar distribution
patterns to the known mineralization (i.e., the Xinli, Sanshandao,
Xiling, and Haiyu deposits).

Quantitative estimation results for
simulation models

In the compressional structural regime, the AUC values of
Model 1 (=0.862; Supplementary Figure S7A) are slightly higher
than those of Models 2 (=0.834; Supplementary Figure S7B) and
3 (=0.823; Supplementary Figure S7C). However, the AUC value
of Model 4 (=0.588) in the extensional structural regime is
significantly lower than those of the compressional structural
regime (Supplementary Figure S7D), which is close to the
random guess. Furthermore, its high and low false sensitivity
ranges are also obviously lower than those of the compressional
structural regime.

FIGURE 12
(A) Pore-fluid pressure gradient in the z-direction distribution in the Sanshandao gold belt yielded by models in the NW-SE extensional structural
regime (Model 4); (B) Pore-fluid velocity and directions of Model 4 simulation results. The velocity ranges from 2×10−9 m/s to 5.7×10−7 m/s; (C–F)
Representative cross-sections of Model 4 simulation results.
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Discussion

Structural control on the mineralization

The spatial distribution of dilation areas is obviously subject to
the dip variations and the direction of applied stress of the
Sanshandao fault. In Model 1, continuous dilation areas imply
that its rocks are damaged to some extent near the gentle areas
of the fault from shallow (southern) to deep (northern) within the
depths of −400 m to −2000 m (Figure 8), which can enhance
permeability and yield continuous space to trap pore-fluids. In
Model 4, dilation areas are mainly located near steep areas of the
fault with dispersed spatial characteristics (Figure 9), and it is
challenging to capture a large range of continuous pore-fluids
compared to Model 1.

The relationship between dilation and pore-fluid
convergence is positively correlated, which is indicated by the
overlap between dilation and pore-fluid convergence in Figures
8A, 9A, 10A, and B12B. As dilation areas cause a drop in pore-
fluid pressure, resulting in inhomogeneous pore-fluid pressure
gradients (Figures 10, 12). These gradients facilitate the flow of
pore-fluid from the surrounding rock into the dilation zones,
and also its high-pressure gradients can enhance more pore-fluid

convergence. In Model 1, continuous pore-fluid convergence
occurs within the dilation areas (Figures 8A, 10B), which would
escape slowly in the lateral direction due to the gentle areas of
the fault. It extends the trapped duration of the pore-fluid, which
provides sufficient time for continuous spatial mineralization.
However, in Model 4, the pore-fluid convergence (Figure 12B) is
discontinuously distributed in the steep areas of the fault
compared to Model 1, which is inconsistent with the spatial
distribution of the known orebodies.

From a chemical point of view, it can be inferred that dilation
areas of the fault exhibit distinct variations in temperature and pore-
fluid pressure gradients, providing an ideal environment for
chemical reactions to occur (Liu et al., 2015; Zou et al., 2017)
and trigger gold precipitation. The mineralization rate (Zhao
et al., 2002; Zhao et al., 2008b) can be used to estimate the
spatial distribution of precipitation-enrichment and
mineralization of metals as well as the related controlling factors
of ore-forming processes (Gow et al., 2002; Ord et al., 2002; Schaubs
and Zhao, 2002; Sorjonen-Ward et al., 2002; Zhao et al., 2002; Zhao
et al., 2008b; Ju et al., 2011). In Models 1, 2, and 3, all the simulation
results exhibit that the continuous distribution of gold precipitation
is sensitive to the gentle areas of the fault (Figure 14; Supplementary
Figures S5, S6), implying that strong chemical reactions occurred in

FIGURE 13
Temperature gradient in z-direction in the Sanshandao gold belt yielded by models in the NW-SE extensional structural regime (Model 4). (A) 3D
models and (B–E) representative cross-sections.
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these areas. In Model 4, the gold precipitation distribution pattern is
similar to that of dilation (Figures 9, 15), namely, more orebodies
precipitated in the steep areas of the fault. The degree of
correspondence between the gold precipitation patterns and
known orebodies gradually decreases from the NW-SE
compression direction towards both sides, reaching its lowest
point in the NW-SE extension direction (Supplementary Figure
S7). It may be related to the fact that the closer to the NW-SE
compression direction can create the more significant dilation and
more pore-fluid convergence in the flat areas of the fault, bringing a
more comfortable environment for chemical reactions. The high
AUC difference (=0.274) between Model 1 (=0.862; Supplementary
Figure S7A) and Model 4 (=0.588; Supplementary Figure S7D)
further supports, from a statistics view, that the gold
precipitation distribution pattern associated with the compression
in the NW-SE direction is more consistent with the geological
reality.

All modeling results under different stress directions applied the
model demonstrate that the formation of the Sanshandao-Haiyu
gold belt involves a complex coupling of physical and chemical
processes. Among all ore-related factors, the high dilation, pore-
fluid convergence and gold precipitation indicated by mineralization
rate, which are most consistent with the reality of gold
mineralization, are caused by regional compression deformation,
especially in the NW-SE direction (Yang et al., 2017; Yang et al.,
2019).

Evaluation of the mineralization time

The duration of hydrothermal systems is a critical parameter
required to enhance our ability to predict new ore deposits and
extract metals directly from metal fluids. However, traditional
methods for obtaining this information have limitations due to either

FIGURE 14
(A) Known gold mineralization distribution in the Sanshandao gold belt; (B) Gold precipitation distribution yielded by models in the NW-SE
compressional structural regime (Model 1); (C–F) Representative cross-sections of Model 1 simulation results. Note that the gold mineralization rate with
negative values denotes mineralization formation.
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low temporal resolution or undertake considerable uncertainty (Buret
et al., 2016;Hu et al., 2020; Li et al., 2023). To address this issue, our study
introduces a novel approach that utilizes the mineralization rate to
calculate the duration of gold precipitation given knowledge of the
average grade of the precipitated gold, with the following mathematical
equation (Zhao et al., 2018):

t year( ) � 3600 s( ) × 24 × 365 (13)

tA year( ) �
Gk× pk

MRk× Wk × t yeatr( )
year( ) (14)

where t(year) is the total number of seconds in a year, �Gk is the average
grade of gold (k=gold), pk is the density of the rock containing gold

(k=gold) with the unit of kg/m3,MRk is the average precipitation rate of
gold with the unit of kmol/(m3s); Wk is the atomic weight of mineral
gold (k=gold) with the unit of g/mol; tA(year) is the duration of gold
mineralization time with the unit of the year.

The molar mass of a gold atom is 196.966569 g/mol according to
the periodic table of chemical elements. From the known Au grade
data (1.74–15.4 g/t) of the Sanshandao-Haiyu gold belt, the average
grade data of Au is equal to 3.25 g/t. The average precipitation rate,
which was obtained from the computational simulation, is equal to
1.52×10−17 kmol/(m3 s). By using the mineralization rate and Eqs.
13, 14, we estimated that the total duration of the cumulative
metallogenic processes in the Sanshandao-Haiyu gold belt would
be less than 100,000 years.

FIGURE 15
(A) Known gold mineralization distribution in the Sanshandao gold belt; (B) Gold precipitation distribution yielded by models in the NW-SE
extensional structural regime (Model 4); (C–F) Representative cross-sections of Model 4 simulation results. Note that the gold mineralization rate with
negative values denotes mineralization formation.
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Conclusions

(1) The simulation results of the NW-SE compressional structural
regime show that the mineralization rate is most closely
consistent with the reality compared with other stress
scenarios, which model also has a largest AUC (=0.862). The
NW-SE compressional structural regime may control the
mineralization distribution of the Sanshandao-Haiyu belt.

(2) The simulation results of the mineralization rate reflect the
essential physical–geochemical influence on the formation of
the Sanshandao-Haiyu gold belt, in which the direction of pore-
fluid flow (physical factors) controlled the fluid pooling and the
gold precipitation (chemical factors) influence on the final gold
occurrence.

(3) The mineralization process of the Sanshandao-Haiyu gold belt
is estimated to last less than 100,000 years by using the
mineralization rate.
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